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HBO’s Game of Thrones has had a profound impact on popular culture and the conversation surrounding 

women’s representation in media. A neologism (new word) has even arisen: ‘sexposition,’ inspired by 

the gratuitous female nudity and graphic sex acts used to spice up some expository scenes in the series. 

The term was coined by (though not first used by12) blogger Miles McNutt in May 2011.1 He states that 

he simply used it to be clever and was shocked when it caught on and entered popular imagination:  

 I wasn’t staking a claim to a corner of the cultural lexicon so much as I was trying to be clever. In 
fact, for a while – and still, really – I refused to believe it was possible to “invent” such a simple 
portmanteau – all I did was add an “s” at the end of the day. However, the word has caught on, 
leading to a bizarre couple of weeks in which Esquire magazine and The Guardian were 
contacting me on the subject… and now it even has a Wikipedia page “not to be confused with 
‘sex position’”. 2 

 
Mcnutt explains that many viewers, critics, and bloggers have used the term as a catch-all for every 

moment of sex and nudity in the show, but he stresses that in his mind, the word only pertains to the 

pattern of erotic content used during explanatory scenes. He offers his own definition: “the use of 

nudity or sexual acts in conjunction with the communication of information related to character, plot, or 

mythology”2. Since the show doesn’t use flashbacks, sexposition is one way that the creators make the 

talky scenes more appealing, or appalling depending on your viewpoint. Deeper analysis of the concept 

will reveal how sex functions as a storytelling device in the show and illuminate the on-going debate 

over the exploitation of women in the series. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure A:  Ros and an unnamed prostitute perform for Littlefinger during his monologue in season one episode seven 
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The most extreme scene of sexposition, the one that inspired McNutt to invent the term, occurs 

in the season one episode “You Win or You Die.” The brothel owner and politician, Littlefinger, recounts 

a story from his past which develops the motivation behind his undying love of Catelyn Stark. 

Simultaneously, in the foreground of the scene, he instructs two newly-bought, nude prostitutes (a 

minor character, Ros, and an unnamed character) to simulate sex with each other as a form of job 

training. In many shots, Littlefinger is crammed into a tiny portion of the frame (Figure A).  Interspersed 

with his character-developing confession, which crucially explains his motivation for eventually 

betraying Catelyn’s husband, Ned Stark, he makes frank commands to the women such as “play with her 

ass.” Their escalating moans nearly drown out his monologue. The scene goes on for over four minutes, 

with constant cuts back to the objectifying close-ups on the performing ‘whores.’ Finally, Littlefinger’s 

story and the unnamed women reach a simultaneous climax: “soooo…good.” 

It’s debatable that the exhibitionist display helps develop Littlefinger and his story by showing 

that he still longs for Catelyn despite his immense power and unlimited sexual access. But at what cost is 

that illustration? The same connection could have been made in one third the time, and with 10 percent 

of the flesh, but that’s not HBO. Since the channel exists free of censorship, they like to constantly 

remind their audience that this edgy, ‘premium’ content is only available on their network. Littlefinger’s 

fixed stare at the girl-on-girl action in the aforementioned scene mirrors the male gaze of much of the 

audience. Though no gender demographics are available for Game of Thrones, it’s safe to assume that at 

least half of the audience is male. The showrunners David Beinoff and D.B. Weiss are male, as well as the 

most of the other producers and 

crew. As a result, the overwhelming 

majority of skin on display is 

female, a fact that is humorously 

displayed by this graph of season 

one from vulture.com4: 
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 Only one season one episode is completely devoid of breasts, with male nudity being a rare 

occurrence. While the pseudo-Medieval world of Westeros is, of course, a sexist, patriarchic world, the 

show creators go out of their way to demean and degrade many female characters beyond the level 

necessary to develop a fictional reality devoid of women’s liberation. Though the show has had near 

unanimous praise, dozens of critics have expressed distaste over sexposition and the treatment of 

women. Rhiannon from Feminist Fiction keenly notes that “though almost every episode features a 

significant amount of female nudity, it rarely involves named, developed characters whose stories we 

care about.” 5 The character of Ros (one of the few characters invented for the TV series who doesn’t 

exist in the books) appears in four of the eight sexposition scenes in the first two seasons of the show. 

She’s given minimal character development and serves a negligible role in plot development; she mostly 

exists to be screwed and explained information to. Mary McNamara of the LA Times makes a distinction 

between ‘breasts’ and ‘tits,’ noting that breasts denote tasteful female nudity, usually in love scenes, 

while “tits are what you see in a strip club or a brothel, when conversations or action between men, 

which usually have nothing to do with said strip club or brothel, are surrounded by nameless and silent 

women lounging or gyrating about in various stages of undress.”6 According to her, Game of Thrones, 

and countless other shows and movies throughout history dabble in gratuitous and unnecessary ‘tits,’ 

and these scenes should be eliminated. 

 In response to McNamara’s high profile article, Matt Seitz of Salon supported the series’ 

decisions: “I would defend the vast majority of the nude and partly nude shots on “Game of Thrones” as, 

if not totally integral to the plot, then at least imaginative enough to pass as drama.”7 He explains that 

Littlefinger’s scene tells us multitudes because he’s teaching the prostitutes how to fake it, a skill of 

deception that’s crucial for his own character’s success. In his mind, another extended sex scene 

involving Theon and Ros reveals the power relations: Theon has sexual and physical dominance, while 

Ros has the financial and emotional upper hand.  In that scene, Theon actually bares more skin than Ros 

in one of the show’s only moments of full frontal male nudity, though he is not erect despite having 
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just climaxed insider her seconds earlier (Figure B). Perhaps erections are even too taboo for HBO 

because they bring to mind hardcore pornography. Seitz summarizes his defense by stating that the 

show’s backlash reflects the puritanical and prudish American mindset.   

The blogosphere and message boards have joined the debate too, often with explosive 

comment streams containing hundreds of posts, some supporting the show, and others scolding it: 

“90% of the time, it's pointless and just there for titillation under the guise of ‘reality’”13 –Qualito 
 
“It’s not sexist. It’s majority rule. The vast majority of men, and women, might I add, find the 
female form far more attractive than the male form, so it’s catering to the masses, really”8 –
Varamyr 
 
“I'll say this: as a straight female, I think HBO has a bit too much female nudity. That being said, 
if they had roughly the same amount of male nudity as female nudity then I think I'd be OK with 
it. Equal opportunity, people”13  –Maricela 
 
“It’s all about the male gaze and not the story. And if you are just going to blatantly have it just 
for the eye candy, why is it mostly the women that are getting exploited?”8 –Paylor 
 
“The most gratuitous and horrific violence is fine and even celebrated as “badass” but show a 
boob and suddenly the sky is falling”8 –Houselark  
 
“I fully understand that women like men’s bodies. The question is do they like the male body as 
much as men like the female body?” 8–Dan J. 
 

“No, The question is, why does culture (through GoT in this case) silence female 
audiences’ enjoyment of sexuality and encourage men’s?”8 – Meg, in response to Dan J. 

Figure B: Theon explains to Ros his history with the Stark family after having sex with her in Season one episode five 
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“It’s funny that women come into classically male spaces and demand that changes be made to 
suit them and their sensibilities…”8 –Dogmayor 
 

“Wow – That may be the most inane sexist diatribe I’ve seen in a long time. ‘Women in 
our spaces’ – Really? Is this 1965?”8 –Pleonasm, in response to Dogmayor 

 
Clearly, there are several different overlapping discourses here that the show’s sex and nudity inspires. 

(1) When is a sexual scene narratively motivated and when is it simply erotic titillation? (2) Is simple 

titillation a negative thing? (3) Should the display of male and female bodies be equal? (4) Does an equal 

male/female display lessen the sexism and objectification of women? (5) Do men enjoy women’s nude 

bodies as much as women enjoy male nudity? (though orientation is rarely discussed) (6) Do most 

women enjoy female nudity? And (7), How does a viewer challenge a feminist critique of female nudity 

in media without being sexist? Obviously, to answer number (7), not like Dogmayor. It seems that for 

every one well reasoned and thoughtful comment on these boards, there are five sexist and reductive 

ones. On A Cast of Kings podcast, one e-mail described Dany’s rape by Kahl Drogo as “a peck on the 

check” compared to rape.12 These ignorant, hateful comments prove that these media representation 

conversations are still important. While the topic is continually contentious and heated, well reasoned 

arguments exist all over the spectrum of opinions from critics and fans alike. 

 Sexposition and gratuitous nudity in TV (and especially in Game of Thrones) has been the subject 

of comedy and satire. SNL did a skit where Andy Samberg played a fictional Game of Thrones creative 

consultant named Adam Friedberg, a thirteen-year-old boy who suggested a change to Littlefinger’s 

aforementioned monologue: “why don’t we add two naked ladies just going to town on each 

other…let’s just say the scene started working!”9 In the skit, a fictional version of George R.R. Martin, the 

writer of the A Song of Ice and Fire series that the show is based on, calls Friedberg “a visionary. He 

knows that even when I didn't write sex into a scene, I was definitely thinking about it.”9 The real George 

R.R. Martin, who writes some episodes of the TV series, joked about sexposition in an interview with The 

Financial Times: “It should be adopted by industry. Think how much more interesting staff meetings 

would be if, while they were briefing you... ”10 He trailed off, merely suggesting the absurdity of 
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sexposition in everyday life. Michael Hann of The Gaurdian begins his article on the topic with this 

tongue-in-cheek anecdote:  

As I write this, a pneumatic young couple are writhing in the shagpile behind me. It's all grunts 
and groans and bodily fluids. By the time I've explained what I'm actually writing about, it will 
have turned into a full-blown orgy. But you'll be gripped. You'll stay for the explication, because 
you'll be transfixed by those golden bodies, entangled and unconstrained. 10 

 
He compares the sexposition in Game of Thones to The Sopranos and exploitation movies of the 1970s, 

stating that this is not a new phenomenon, but one that is just now under extra scrutiny because of the 

new word and high profile articles. He quotes Thrones executive producer David Beinoff’s response to 

the question of ‘how will these issues be addressed in season two?’: “We will address this issue with a 

20-minute brothel scene involving a dozen whores, Mord the Jailer, a jackass, and a large honeycomb"14. 

Feminists like McNamara were likely not pleased by his ironic answer.  

 There is a kernel of truth in Beinoff’s response; HBO maintained the graphic, arguably 

misogynistic sexual content for season two, though there are fewer sexposition scenes. Season two 

episode two “The Night Lands” contains two of the three total sexposition scenes in the season (down 

from five in season one). In fact, almost every moment of the episode’s screenplay is crammed with 

overt sexual content. In the first, Theon relays his excitement and sense of entitlement about returning 

home to the Iron Islands while aggressively thrusting himself into a woman while travelling in the bowels 

of a ship (Figure C). The sexual 

authority that Theon 

commands does serve as good 

contrast to the unwelcome 

homecoming he eventually 

receives in his homeland, but 

again, the sex goes on for a 

superfluous two minutes.  

 
Figure C: Theon dominates a homely woman in "The Night Lands" 
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Directly following this scene, there are four shots in Littlefinger’s brothel that venture into self parody 

(Figure D1-D4). The first is of a prostitute riding a man, the circular mask around the couple suggesting a 

peephole (D1). In the following shot the man peeking is revealed (D2). In shot three, we back up to a 

wide angle, and it’s shown that this Peeping Tom is receiving fellatio from another prostitute (D3). In the 

fourth shot, the secret gaze doubles, as it is shown that Littlefinger is watching the watcher through 

another spy-hole (D4). A third layer of voyeurism exists when considering the viewer of the show 

himself. The blatant ridiculousness of the scene seems intentionally self aware on behalf of showrunners 

David Beinoff and D.B. Weiss who wrote the episode. It feels like a little ‘screw you’ to the critics of the 

graphic nudity and sex in the series, playing up the raunch to absurd levels two scenes in a row, while 

highlighting the pleasure of watching sex acts. 

  Later in the scene, a patron of the brothel complains to Littlefinger that his prostitute is crying. 

Littlefinger apologizes profusely and snaps at another fully nude whore to attend to him, after covertly 

wiping a wad of semen off of her lips. She immediately gives the patron an open-mouthed kiss as 

Littlefinger walks away indifferently to attend to the crying prostitute, who unsurprisingly, is revealed to 

be Ros. She weeps in horror, still in shock from the 

recent murder of Maegan’s infant baby. He comforts 

her while simultaneously threatening to commit 

monstrous acts if she turns out to be “a bad 

investment” (Figure E). Like the other scenes, this two-

part brothel scene with shocking content does serve a 

legitimate storytelling purpose. It helps develop 

Littlefinger, Ros, the brothel, and the sexual politics of 

Westeros, but it is over-the-top in its degradation and 

objectification of women. David Chen of A Cast of 

Kings podcast remarked that “this show seems to have 

E Figure E: Littlefinger warns the traumatized Ros… 
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no floor of depravity…it just keeps descending into the depths…they don’t HAVE to show that.”12 His 

sentiments are echoed by his co-star, Joanna Robertson who believes that the Ros character only exists 

in the show to be humiliated, talked at, and penetrated.  

 The kink doesn’t stop with the ship and brothel scenes in “The Night Lands.” On a horseback ride 

to the castle of Pyke, Theon egotistically fondles a women he has just met, who is later revealed to be 

his sister. Beyond the wall, John and the other men of The Watch must endure the disgusting patriarch 

Craster, who has filled his isolated house with numerous daughter-wives. It’s later shown that he kills 

the male children so that there’s no competition. Incest and baby-killing are continual disturbing themes 

throughout the series, especially in this episode. In the second sexposition scene in “The Night Lands,” 

Melasandra seduces Stannis. She strips naked and lets him lay her over the table, which is a gigantic 

strategy map of Westeros. He throws several army pieces onto the floor to make room for her body 

(Figure F). David Chen believes this scene to also be self mockery: “almost comical in how close it is to 

self parody… Stannis has his way with her on the strategy board. That is so something you can imagine 

coming out of a SNL skit mocking the show…you reach the law of diminishing returns when you get that 

explicit.”12 It seems almost as if the crew actually does employ a perverted creative consultant like 

Friedberg from the parody skit. Surprisingly, a director divulged a juicy, behind-the-scenes secret that 

suggests just that.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

F Figure F: Melisandre is thrown spread eagle a hard and jagged stone model of the Seven Kingdoms 
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 Neil Marshall, who directed the epic season two episode nine battle “Blackwater,” relayed an 

insight into the environment on set in an interview with Empire magazine. He says, “It was pretty 

surreal…The weirdest part is when you have one of the exec producers leaning over your shoulder and 

saying ‘you can go full frontal, you know, I urge you to do it!...I represent the pervert side of the 

audience, and I’m saying I want full frontal nudity in this scene.’”15 The scene he’s referring to is the one 

in the outdoor bar where a completely nude prostitute is undressed and placed on the lap of Bronn 

(Figure G1), while he jokes that ‘my nose will be halfway up your ass before the night’s through’ to the 

laughter of all of the men watching. There’s a close-up shot on her breasts, just in case you missed them 

in the wide shot (G2). The scene is the third and final sexposition scene in the season; when the  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

nameless prostitute (the same one from the Littlefinger scene and the mouth wipe) asks him how many 

times he’s broken his nose, he goes into several anecdotes about his violent past, then gets in an 

argument with Sandor, informing the audience of both of their loves for killing. The prostitute continues 

to serve as a decorative prop throughout the scene; her only function is to make the scene sexy.  

 Some fans have argued that all of the female sex and nudity scenes are legitimate because the 

world of Westeros is a sexist patriarchy like the real Middle Ages in Europe. One e-mail into A Cast of 

Kings podcast, a weekly episode-recap and discussion of the show, called out co-host Joanna, who is 

G Figure G1: A prop-stitute decorates Bronn's lap H G2: Boobies happen… 
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highly attuned to and highly vocal about women’s representation. He says, “you are imposing your 

expectations about treatment of women in our culture versus that of George R.R. Martin’s fictional 

culture.”12 Another more dismissive and rude e-mail commands “Joanna, we get it. Please, no more 

women’s liberation soap box stuff, Game of Thrones is fantasy but parallels our world.” Joanna politely 

defends herself with this well reasoned explanation:  

I have no problems with George R.R. Martin’s text. He writes fantastic, strong, awesome 
women…HBO has taken some liberties with the text, which is fine, their right, it’s also my right 
to disagree with the way they translated some of the characters…the other thing that I object to 
is the implication that I’m stupid. That I don’t understand that it’s set in an alternate universe 
where women don’t have the right to vote…but when the show has an opportunity to show 
naked women,  as with last week with the Osha plotline, her getting naked and having sex rather 
than fighting her way out of a scenario [like in the book], it takes it.   
 

David and Joanna both stress that there is a gigantic difference between portraying a sexist story-world 

and being a misogynistic show. Another e-mail into the podcast from Heather from Stanford illuminates 

another reason why the Middle-Ages-parallel-argument is invalid: “woman in the Middle Ages did not 

have Brazillian waxes [complete removal of pubic hair], they did not have perfect teeth and hairless 

armpits, they did not wear wonder bras or do Pilates, in short, they did not look like soft-core porn 

stars.”12 This is great evidence that supports the un-earned exhibition of women, as opposed to any 

‘historical’ accuracy. Joanna offers the counter-example that AMC’s Mad Men depicts a sexist world 

without being a sexist show obscenely subjugating women at every chance available. Matt Seitz’ Salon 

article defends Game of Thrones with pointed insights as well: “This is America’s Puritan mentality 

coming home to roost in criticism. Close-ups of throats being slit and limbs being lopped off are an 

expected part of R-rated entertainment aimed at adult viewers, and not even worthy of comment. But 

nudity and sex must be ‘justified.’”7 It’s a compelling argument, one that would be even better if the 

male and female amounts of nudity were comparable, like in HBO’s other hit show True Blood. 

 Chen says in his episode three podcast, “there’s very little consensual, loving sex on the 

show…at the same time, you can’t say that the show does not have strong female characters.”12 To the 

first point, there are tender moments of kissing, usually with Tyrion and Shae, but almost all full-on sex 

scenes are rough and brutal. To be frank, the men of the Seven Kingdoms don’t make love to women; 
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J Figure H: Robb and Telisa make tender, consensual love 

they fuck them, in a dreadful 

combination of animalistic 

lust and male ownership. 

After a dozen or so 

aggressive, misogynistic 

poundings in the show, often 

involving rape, sex for pay, 

or abuse, the series finally 

gives us a gratuitous, 

intimate, fully consensual scene in season two episode eight. The sexual tension between Robb and 

Telisa finally pays off when they embrace, actually facing each other, making eye contact, kissing, and 

copulating in a position that looks pleasurable and comfortable for both partners.  

 To Chen’s second point, there absolutely are many fantastic, strong female characters in the 

show, but it’s difficult to say to what extent their presence mitigates the degrading content. Throughout 

season one, Daenerys overcomes the hold of her controlling, abusive brother, and she teaches her 

Dothraki husband how to make love intimately, while slowly rising to power and full agency as Khaleesi 

(Queen). Her name change to 

Khaleesi reflects her full 

character transformation into 

a commanding and strong 

leader, using her wit and 

language to succeed instead of 

her figure. In the spectacular 

final scene of season one, she 

emerges from a flaming 

K Figure I: Khaleesi emerges unharmed with dragon babies 
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inferno alive, with three baby dragons clinging to her nude body. In the same LA Times article, Mary 

McNamara says the scene “may be the best use of female nudity on television ever,”6 distinguishing her 

nudity as ‘breasts’ and not ‘tits.’ The fact that her clothing has been burnt off, and she survives 

unscathed as a mother of dragons, gives great, motivated reasons for her nudity: “the slow pullback that 

shows the naked, symbolically ‘reborn’ Danerys with the baby dragons, a shot that is deliberately 

framed and lit to evoke the decidedly non-carnal glory of a Renaissance painting of the Virgin Mary.”7 

She stands powerful and high in the frame while the onlookers bow to her, celebrating her strength 

instead of gawking at and using her body.  

 Catelyn Stark, in her deeply maternal role, also has a commanding presence in the series. She 

challenges the decisions of her husband Ned, and even leaves the safety of Winterfell to go after him. 

She doesn’t wait for men to make choices for her; she arrests Tyrion and releases Jamie from captivity, 

all without ever taking her clothes off. Her main motivation is to bring her geographically separated 

family back together, even if that means going against the wishes of powerful Stark bannermen (the 

allies of her son, Robb, King of the North).  

 

L Figure J: Catelyn's fierce gaze 
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 Arya, Catelyn’s daughter, is a fan favorite; she’s a confident, precocious, and assertive child. Her 

tomboy personality and appearance present a sharp contrast to her passive, submissive, traditionally-

feminine sister Sansa. Arya possesses great skills with a bow, and she wants to learn the art of 

swordplay instead of needlepoint or cooking. When she becomes separated from her family, she passes 

as a boy in order to travel more safely in the unforgiving world of Westeros, more physically embodying 

her masculine femininity.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another gender-bending character is Brienne, a gigantic, fierce, female warrior; chosen as a 

knight of Renly’s king’s guard. She towers over many men of the show, and her lower voice, short hair, 

rugged facial features, and piercing eyes reflect her authority. She swears allegiance not to houses, but 

to leaders that she trusts. She’s unwaveringly loyal and reliable, yet extremely deadly. She brutally kills 

three Stark rapist/murders when they confront her, stabbing her phallic sword deep into one’s belly as a 

not-so-subtle rape revenge. Her gender and orientation are a mystery so far in the series. Jamie suggests 

that she’s a lesbian, and she responds by saying that men have tried to have sex with her. She never 

states that she’s confidently a woman, or that she wants to be a man. It feels like she could be a 

transman, a genderqueer individual, or simply a confident, masculine female, trying her hardest to 

thrive as a woman in a man’s world.  

M Figure K: Arya's transformation 
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Cersei Lannister, the queen, quickly became one of the most psychologically and emotionally 

complex characters of the show. Though unhappy in a loveless marriage with the king, she’s gained 

unprecedented power as a female in the Seven Kingdoms. She uses her privilege, her sexuality, her 

words, her connections, and her sadistic impulses to manipulate King’s Landing to her every whim. She’s 

a sympathetic villain, though, because all of her actions are done to protect her family and House 

Lannister. Her troubled sexual past with her brother Jamie, and her anxiety over his capture, motivate 

and humanize her. She’s always scheming and worrying, troubled by her mix of depression and anxiety. 

She’s played perfectly by Lena Hedley who embodies Cersei’s dark sarcasm and disdain. The audience 

always has a sense that she’s deep in thought, plotting her success, continually playing the game steps 

ahead of her competition.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure L: The warrior Brienne 

Figure M: The tragic 
antagonoist, Queen Cersei 
Lannister 
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 These well-developed, deeply-human, complex women have agency. They take deliberate action 

to circumvent the male-dominated world, unlike in Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings, where women are 

almost non-existent in the narrative. George R.R. Martin was greatly inspired by Tolkien when starting 

his A Song of Ice and Fire series, but he wanted to add many strong, female characters to his novels. In a 

2012 interview, George Stroumbolopoulos asked him “I noticed that you write women really well and 

really different. Where does that come from?” to which Martin humorously replied, “You know, I’ve 

always considered women to be people.”16  David Beinoff, D.B. Weiss, and the other above-the-line crew 

for the HBO adaptation seem to be less certain about women. On many occasions, they needlessly 

brutalize, objectify, and exhibit women simply because they can on premium cable, and also because 

the content stimulates the male audience and grabs viewers’ attention. 

  While the story world and the source material do necessitate some level of female sex and 

nudity, the show becomes too extreme in many scenes. Almost every episode features female full 

frontals, superfluous close-ups on breasts, and/or extended sequences of women subjected to painful-

looking, stab-like thrusts. Perhaps the show creators see women as Varys imagines that Littlefinger 

does: “as a collection of profitable holes,”3 exploiting thin, hairless, ‘porn-star’ bodies, disguised as 

storytelling.  Simultaneously though, they’ve wonderfully casted and directed many actresses to create 

fantastic, self-assured female characters that have escaped the life of subjugation that Ros and the other 

prostitutes find themselves in. The notable presence of badass women like Arya, Catelyn, Brienne, 

Cersei, Khaleesi, and others takes some of the sting out of the most sexist content, but overall, this 

content is unforgivable. In the 21st century, it is unacceptable for the graphic display, torture, and sexual 

enslavement of women to be celebrated and glorified as popular entertainment or ‘edgy’ high art. The 

brothel scenes are a dark mark in an otherwise expertly written, highly-crafted, visually stunning work. 

Beinoff and Weiss have had many opportunities to openly acknowledge their chauvinistic mistakes, but 

they refuse to take complaints and criticisms on the topic seriously. Sexposition is a troubling trend that 

warrants serious, critical examination; their mockery and jokes prove how irrelevant they find women’s 

representation. With the third season approaching, the executives have another opportunity to 
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reconcile the misogyny by doing away with the unjustifiable debasement of unnamed female characters, 

and by firing the self-proclaimed ‘pervert executive.’  Judging by the added shots in the ‘extended’ 

season three trailer, it’s unlikely that they’ve changed their position on sexposition. 
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